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FINITELY GENERATED COHOMOLOGY HOPF ALGEBRAS
AND TORSION
JAMES P. LIN

if-spaces X whose mod p cohomology is finitely generated
as an algebra are studied. Even generators of infinite height lie
in degrees 2p> for j > 0. If H*(X] Zp) is not finite dimensional,
then H*(X; Z) must have p torsion of all orders if X is two
connected.
Introduction.
In this note we begin a study of iϊ-spaees whose cohomology mod p is not
finite dimensional, but is finitely generated as an algebra. We study these
.ίf-spaces by studying the structure of their Borel decompositions. From the
Borel structure theorem, if the mod p cohomology of an iϊ-space is nonfinite,
either there are an infinite number of algebra generators or there are elements
of infinite height. We prove the following:
Theorem A. Let A be a modp cohomology Hopf algebra admitting an action
of the Steenrod algebra. If A is finitely generated as an algebra, then the
generators of infinite height lie in degrees of the form 2pj, for j > 0.

In the next theorem we show that nonfinite iϊ-spaces must have unbounded p-torsion in their cohomology.
Theorem B. Let X be a two-connected H-space and suppose prH*(X; Z)
is torsion-free for some r > 0. Then if H*{X\ΊJP)
is finitely generated as an
algebra, then it is finite dimensional.
Theorem C. Let X be a two-connected H-space with H*(X] Z p ) finitely
generated as an algebra, but not finite dimensional. Then βιQHeven(X;
Zp) ψ
0 ; where βx is the first cohomology Bockstein.
Theorem D. Let X be a two-connected H-space with H*(X] Z p ) finitelygenerated as an algebra, but not finite dimensional. Then H*(X; Z) has
p-torsion of all orders.
Corollary E. Let X be a homotopy associative H-space with H*(X; Z p )
finitely generated as an algebra and primitively generated. If p is an odd
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prime, all even generators lie in degrees 2p\ j > 0 ; and for every primitive
even generator x, of degree greater than 2, βiX φ 0.
One should note that the three-connective cover of a Lie group is an
example of an iϊ-space whose cohomology mod p is finitely generated as
an algebra, but not finite dimensional. Other examples are K(Zpr, l)s and
ϋ"(Z, 2)«s. Presently these are the only examples known to the author. From
this, one might conjecture that all iϊ-spaces whose cohomology mod p is
finitely generated, but not finite has the mod p cohomology of a product
of a finite iί-space with copies of three-connective covers of Lie groups and
K(Zpr, l)s and K(Z, 2)s.
There are a number of results related to Theorems A, B, C, D. Throughout
this discussion, let X be an ϋf-space whose mod p cohomology is finitely
generated as an algebra. If the Bockstein βx vanishes, Lin [LI] shows if p is
odd, all even generators lie in degree 2. If X is homotopy commutative and
homotopy associative, Slack [S] shows X is mod 2 equivalent to a generalized
Eilenberg MacLane complex with homotopy groups in degrees 1 and 2. If X
is the loops on an ap space, Lin [L2] proves the same result for p odd.
Throughout the entire paper, all spaces will have the homotopy type of
a connected CW complex with finitely many cells in each degree. Unless
otherwise specified, all cohomology or homology modules will be understood
to be with Zp coefficients where p is a prime. All Hopf algebras are assumed
to be connected and biassociative. We will assume the reader has some
familiarity with the concepts of cohomology Hopf algebras. These objects
are discussed in detail in [MS].
Finally the author would like to express his appreciation to Mike Slack
and Clarence Wilkerson for several useful conversations. In particular, Theorem 2.1 is due to Wilkerson. Also the referee considerably shortened the
proof of Theorem A.

§1. Elements of Infinite Height.
In this chapter we prove Theorem A using the T-functor technology originally
due to Lannes [L]. Throughout this chapter, A will be a finitely generated
mod p cohomology Hopf algebra over the Steenrod algebra.
Proposition 1.1. There exists an integer N such that the pN powers of
elements of A form a Hopf subalgebra that has only elements of infinite
height.
Proof. Let ξ : A —> A be the pth power map. Then ξNA is a finitely generated
Hopf algebra over the Steenrod algebra. If the generators of finite height
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have height less than pN, then ξNA is polynomial by the Borel structure
theorem.
•
Following the notation of Lannes, let V = (Zp)£ and BV = K((ZP)£, 1).
Recall
H*{BV Zp) * A{xu . . . ,xt) ® Zp[yu . . . ,yt)
for p odd where the degrees of the XiS is one and the degrees of the y^s is
two. For p = 2,

Proposition 1.2. Suppose ξNA embeds as Hopf algebras into H*(BV,ZP)
for some £ > 0. Then the generators of infinite height of A lie in degrees 2pJ
for j > 0.
Proof. If the generators of ξNA lie in degrees 2pk for k > 0, then the generators of infinite height of A lie in degrees 2pk~N so we are done.
Let g : ξNA -» H*(BV\ Zp) be a Hopf algebra embedding. Then suppose
by induction that all generators of degree less than m in ξN A lie in degrees
twice a power of p. Let B be the subalgebra generated by elements of degree
less than m. Then B is a Hopf algebra and ξNA = B ® ξNA//B as a left Bm o d u l e a n d i f * ( W ; Z p ) ^ g(B)®H*(BV; Zp)//g(B) a s a l e f t p ( S ) module,
from [MiMo].
It follows that there is an induced monomorphism

of Hopf algebras. If x is an algebra generator in degree m, then 0 ^ g{x} G
P(H*(BV\Zp)//g(B)).
It follows that degree {x} = 2pk for some k > 0.
k
Hence deg x — 2p .
D
Proposition 1.3. Let C be a polynomial algebra over Λ{p) with finitely
many generators of even degrees. There is an embedding of Hopf algebras
over the Steenrod algebra C —> H*(BV;ZP) for any appropriately chosen V.
Proof. By the Adams Wilkerson embedding theorem [AW], there is an
embedding of domains / : C —> H*(BTn;Zp).
Follow this by the map
H*(BTn] Z p ) -> ii*(BZ^; Zp) and call the composite g : C -* H*(BΈ^ Z p ).
By [DW, Thm. 4.1, (1) =* (2)], T%{C) * T]f(C). By [DW, Lemma 4.5]
T^{C) ^ C. Finally by [DMW, Props. 3.5, 3.6], Tj\C) -+ H*{BV;ZP) is
monic, and hits the smallest A(p) Hopf algebra containing g(C).
D
Proof of Theorem A. Theorem A now follows from Propositions 1.2 and 1.3.

Corollary 1.4.
(1)

ζNA is primitively generated.
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There is a map of Hopf algebras A —> H*(BV;ZP)
when restricted to the pN powers of A.

which is monic

Proof. ξNA may be considered a subHopf algebra of H*(BV;ZP), which
is primitively generated. Hence, so is ξNA. This proves (1). (2) follows
since H*(BV;ZP) is an unstable injective in the category of unstable algebras.
D
§2. Torsion and Finite Generation.
In this chapter we develop the connection between p-torsion in H*(X; Z)
and finite generation of the Hopf algebra H*(X\ Z p ), for X an ff-space.
The following result is due to Wilkerson.
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a differential cohomology algebra modp and suppose
A is finitely generated as an algebra. Then the homology of A is also finitely
generated as an algebra.

Proof. Consider A as a left module over the subring ξA of pth powers. Then
the differential d is a £A-module map and A is finitely generated as a ξAmodule. ξA is Noetherian, so A is a Noetherian ^-module. Hence the
cycles Z(A) and boundaries B(A) are also finitely generated ξA modules.
Hence the homology H(A) is a finitely generated £A-module and algebra
generators of H(A) may be chosen from Q(ξA) and the module generators
of Z(A).
D
Theorem 2.2. Let X be an H-space with H*(X] Zp) finitely generated as
an algebra. IfprH*(X; Z) is torsion free, than βsQE^ven is decomposable for
s > 1 where Es is the sth term of the Bockstein spectral sequence.
2n

Proof. By a theorem of Browder [B] (infinite implications) given x G QE s
with βxx — y φ 0 indecomposable, either there is a new generator xx G
QE2snP with βsxλ = yλ φ 0 or βs+ι{xp]
- {xp'λy}
φ 0 in QES+1. Now if
r
p H*(X; Z) is torsion free, Er — E^. Let r be the smallest integer such
that Er = EOQ. Then for some s < r there must be an infinite sequence
of nontrivial even generators x, x l 5 x2, ••• in QE*ven. But H*(X\ Zp) is
finitely generated as an algebra. Hence by Theorem 2=1 each Es is also
ven
finitely generated as an algebra. It follows that we must have βsQEξ
is
decomposable for s > 1.
D
Proof of Theorem B and Theorem C. Since H*(X] Zp) is finitely generated

as an algebra, the algebra generators of infinite height lie in degrees 2pj for
j > 0 by Theorem A. Further j > 1 since X is two-connected. Therefore
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it suffices to show there are no generators of infinite height. For p odd, by
Theorem 1.3.3 of [L3], and the fact that /3i# e v e n (X; Zp) is decomposable
(by Theorem 2.2), it follows
QH2pJ(X; Zp) = V^H^-^iX;

(2.1)

Zp).

If H*(X\ Z p ) has a generator of infinite height, let x be such an element
of lowest degree. Then by (2.1) and Theorem A,
x = Vιy + d

where d is decomposable.

By choice of rr, y and d both have finite height. Hence x has finite height.
This is a contradiction, so H*(X; Z p ) has no generators of infinite height.
The Borel structure theorem implies H*(X] Z p ) is finite dimensional.
For p = 2, if H*(X] Z 2 ) is not finite dimensional, let x be a Borel generator
of infinite height of highest degree, say 2j. The Adem relations imply for
Sq**1 = Sq^Sq1 + Sq'Sq'Sq 2^2
We have j > 1 since X is two-connected. Then since Sq1 = β\ we have by
Theorem 2.2,
SqιH2\X;

Z2)

and

SqιSq23-2H*(X;

Z 2 ) are decomposable.

We now apply Theorem 1.3 of [L3]. Let B(m) be the A(2) subHopf algebra
generated by elements of degree less than or equal to m. By induction on
ra, assume B(m) is finite dimensional, and Ax E B(m) ® B(m), x ^ B(m).
By Theorem 1.3 of [L3] there is an element φ(x) G H23+1(X; Z 2 ) with
(2.2)

23

Aφ(x) = x ® x + im Sq

2

+ im Sq + z

where z e H* ® I(B{m))H* + H*I(B(m)) ® H\
We will show φ(x) is a generator of infinite height. This will contradict
the fact that # is a generator of highest degree of infinite height.
We first show φ{x) is indecomposable. Consider the subalgebra B generated by ξH* + im Sq1 + ΊmSq2 + B(m). Then x has non-zero projection in
1
2
Q(H*(X)//B) since x is indecomposable and elements of im Sq + im Sq +
B(m) have finite height. Therefore, there is a primitive t G H*(X; Zp) with
(ί, x) = 1,

(ί, B) = 0.

By (2.2), (ί 2 , φ(x)) = (ί, x)2 = 1 so φ(x) is dual to a primitive. Therefore,
(/>(#) is indecomposable.
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Now z and Sq2(H*®H*) in degree 2j+1 both have finite height in H*®H*,
since B(m) has finite height and Hodά and Sq2H4s+2 have finite height for
5 > 1, by Theorem A. By (2.2), if ί is large,
(2.3)

Aφ(xf

= x2ί ® X2' + ^ ( i m

Sq2').

We claim φ(x)2ί φ 0 because hφ{xγ
φ 0. If hφ{xγ
= 0 then x2' =
2
£
y
for some y so (x — y ) has height 2 . But a Borel generator has the
property that the height of x is less than or equal to the height of x + d
where d is decomposable. This is a contradiction, so Aφ(x)2<ί φ 0 for all ί
and φ(x) is a generator of degree higher than x of infinite height. Further,
φ(x) cannot be changed by decomposables to have finite height. So there
must be a Borel generator of degree greater than degree of x of infinite height.
This is a contradiction. We conclude H*(X; Z 2 ) is finite dimensional.
To prove Theorem C, notice the above argument shows if βιQHeven(X]
Zp)
= 0 then if H*(X; Z p ) is finitely generated as an algebra, there are no elements of infinite height.
D
2

Proof of Theorem D. By Theorem C there exists an even degree generator
x E H2n(X\ Z p ) with βix — y where y is indecomposable. By infinite
implications we have either Er is not finitely generated as an algebra or there
is an even generator z in Er+ί with βr+\Z indecomposable. By Theorem 2.1
we must have βr+ΐ φ 0 for every r. This implies there exists p torsion of all
orders.
D
Proof of Corollary E. By [Zl, Thm. C] H*(X\ Z p ) is free commutative, so
by Theorem A, all even generators lie in degrees 2p>. Now suppose there is
an even primitive generator x E PH2pJ (X; Z p ) with βλx — 0, and j > 0.
Then the Adem relations imply

where Ci, c 2 E Z p .
p3

1

We have V ~ x is decomposable primitive, hence it is zero since all primitives lie in degrees 2//, ί > 0. Therefore by [Z2], there is a secondary
operation φ(x) with
Aφ(x) = x ®

®x

Since a ^ i m ? 1 , there exists a t E Piϊ*(X;Z p ) with
{t,x)φθ

and

(t, imV1)

= 0.
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It follows that
(£p, φ(x)) φ 0,

so tp φ 0.

But f/*(X; Z p ) has no pth powers since ί P ( X ; Z p ) is primitively generated.
We conclude βλx Φ 0 for every primitive even generator of degree greater
than 2.
D
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